ACO KerbDrain® case study

Large road scheme within the UK’s largest and most
high-profiled development project, London

Product requirement:
Maximium use of high performance recycled materials
Combined kerb drainage system
Low-carbon supply programme

Project:

New road scheme within the country’s largest and most high-profile
development project which is due for completion in 2012

Objective:

Provide a highway drainage system which meets the ambitious
environmental targets of the project

Brief:

1. High performance combined kerb drainage system
2. Maximum use of recycled material where possible
3. Product to be supplied via low-carbon forms of transport

Solution:

1. ACO KerbDrain® manufactured from high strength recycled material
2. 100 tonnes of ACO KerbDrain® to be delivery to the project by rail.

Every so often, something on show at a construction industry exhibition provides the
inspirational spark that takes a project in a new direction. The recent launch of a
revolutionary recycled material has done just that.

One of the highest profile events in the construction industry year, the Civils exhibition in
London, provided the perfect backdrop for water management specialist, ACO Technologies,
to launch its groundbreaking recycled and recyclable material, Vienite™. The result of a two
year research programme, Vienite has been developed to provide an ecologically-balanced
alternative to traditional polymer resin concrete compounds - meeting the growing demand
from designers and specifiers for high-performance, sustainable products manufactured from
locally-sourced materials.
“The wider use of recycled materials is a key area within the UK framework for Sustainable
Development and, subsequently, a strategy that is increasingly being adopted by developers
across the industry,” says Peter Ridgway, Market Development Director at ACO
Technologies. “The objectives for the Vienite programme were to overcome the legitimate
concerns that had rightly been voiced about the sub-standard performance of some recycled
materials - particularly in a number of key highway drainage applications – and to ensure that
the material could be produced consistently on the most energy efficient, low-carbon
manufacturing platform.”
ACO’s range of monocast drainage systems were the first to benefit from the new material.
“Vienite’s unique polymeric structure not only retains the product range’s strength, durability
and chemical resistance but also gives it the installed flexural and compressive performance
to meet every standard required for the most demanding highway applications. To provide
engineers and contractors with absolute assurance that the systems comply fully with these
standards, we adopted the BSI Kitemark™ product accreditation scheme. The mark, which is
internationally recognised, greatly simplifies the specification process, ensuring that all
products are continuously and independently checked against the exacting standards set by
the Highways Agency.
BAM Nuttall Ltd site agent, Rob Millard, was one of the first to see the new material at the
Civils exhibition. “I was working on a new road scheme in London within the country’s largest
and most high-profile development project. Due for completion in 2012, the project has some
ambitious environmental targets that must be met by during its construction phase. One of
these is to maximise the use of recycled materials wherever possible.

“Vienite caught my attention as it was on display in ACO’s KerbDrain system – a range of
combined highway kerb drainage stones and accessories. The specification I was working to
asked for such a product to be used. At the time we were considering using a two piece kerb
drainage unit manufactured from a conventional material. However, seeing the installation
advantages of ACO KerbDrain’s one-piece design and the environmental benefits of the new
recycled material, I was keen to explore the possibilities of introducing the KerbDrain onto the
project.”
Prior to meeting the project client to discuss a possible move to using KerbDrain on the road
scheme, Rob asked ACO’s team if they could investigate using low-carbon forms of transport
to deliver the KerbDrain system. “Another aim of the project is to have at least 50% of all
materials brought to site in London by energy efficient means. I knew that by presenting a
complete, low-carbon supply plan for the ACO KerbDrain, I would be in the strongest possible
position to have the system adopted.”
ACO worked with logistics experts, DB Schenker Rail (UK) Ltd, to investigate the feasibility of
transporting the product by rail – the first time ACO had attempted to use this energy efficient
form of transport. After extensive research, an aggregate yard at Hitchin station – close to
ACO’s Shefford manufacturing centre - was found to be suitable. From Hitchin a specially
assigned freight train would deliver the load directly to a dedicated yard within the project site
itself. The entire operation, which would see the first consignment of over 100 tonnes of ACO
KerbDrain moved, would save four individual road truck loads and reduced total CO 2
emissions by 80%*.

“The combined environmental benefits of using the new material and a proven, low-carbon
form of transport secured the change to KerbDrain,” explains Rob Millard. “A total of 3500
metres of the system will now be installed on the new road that will serve visitors to a number
of the project’s landmark sporting venues.”
Shipment of the first consignment – a total of 1026 metres – has now been completed and is
one of the first non-aggregate deliveries to be made to the site by rail. The installed run of
KerbDrain will eventually take surface run-off directly to a discharge point from where it will
enter one of several water courses running through the site.
“We are constantly looking to improve the environmental performance of every aspect of our
business from suppliers and manufacturing through to distribution and recycling. The
investment made here in researching and proving the feasibility of rail transportation has
delivered a host of beneficial results and will form a key part of our integrated, low-carbon
distribution operations in the future,” concludes Peter Ridgway.
(* Figure based on per tonne km)

